Chat with Us!
Chatroll is our chat application. The directions below will hopefully enable you to quickly sign up and
become comfortable chatting with us!
One important question that was asked is: “I’m already a member of Chatroll. Do I still have
to sign up?” If you have already signed up for Chatroll on another eagle cam sponsered by
the American Eagle Foundation, you may use the same
credentials. (The AEF sponsors 3 nest cams: Dollywood,
Northeast Florida, and Washington, DC Arboretum Eagle
Nests.) Once you sign up for any of our cams, you can chat
on ALL of them!
If you have not signed up to chat on one of the AEFsponsored eagle nests, then the answer is YES, YOU DO
HAVE TO SIGN UP! That’s because we are on Chatroll’s
“Enterprise Server” which requires its own signup.
To sign up for Chatroll on the Enterprise Server for the
first time, visit this page:
http://chatroll-cloud-1.com/signup
Note the text boxes that have to be filled out:
1. your email
2. a password (you choose what this is)
3. your chatroll username (how others in chat will see you
when you participate in chat. You choose this name.)
4. a verification code. Copy the 4 letters or numbers that appear at the right.
5. Click “Sign Up”
The extension _AEF after a User name designates an AUTHORIZED moderator who has been
Approved by the American Eagle Foundation to act on behalf of AEF in our chat room. NO ONE
ELSE will be permitted to use the extension _AEF after their name. If you set up a user name that
would lead people to believe you are an agent of AEF, when in fact you are not, you will be blocked
from chat. So please do not do that! We want everyone to be able to chat, but we have to protect our
“official” name.
IGNORE THIS IF YOU SEE IT:
If you see text pop up asking if you want to open an enterprise account, ignore that. It is nothing you
need to do.
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Go back to the cam page and Sign In using the User Name and Password you just set up.
(Note that you can only do this if chat is offically “open.”)
Once you have set up a User Name and Password, and if
Chat is officially open, you will be able to sign in directly at
the bottom of the Chatroll window on the cam page each time
you come to chat. (The user name goes in the first text box,
the password goes in the box with the dots in it.) You will not
see these sign-in areas if chat is not open. Check the chat
schedule which is located below the chat window. You will
often see comments being made by AEF moderators when
chat is not open. The mods are identified because they have
_AEF after their chat name.
If for some reason you are unable to successfully sign up,
email the webmaster (webmaster@eagles.org), who will try
to help you. Be sure to include your full name and your User
Name in the email.

All Done! Begin typing in the text box at the bottom of our
text window (you will notice that the signup option is now
gone).
You will see 3 icons at the bottom of the chat window on the right.
The first is a “sign out” button. The second is an audio button. If
you click it, you will hear a pop or a beep any time a viewer types
a comment. We have disabled that feature globally, but you can
activate it for your own computer if you’d like. The last icon is a
pop-out feature. If you like to move your chat window around, or
change the size of it, click the pop-out icon, and you will see a
separate chat box appear.
When you finish chat, you can “sign out” if you wish to (first icon).
The next time you visit our chat window, you will just enter your user name and password, and be
ready to join the group.
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NOTE: All chat conversations, including PMs (private messaging between individuals) are stored on
the Chatroll server and can be reviewed by the administrator. Please keep your comments restricted
to eagles, the nest, conservation, and AEF.
Forgot your Chat password? Go here to reset:
http://chatroll-cloud-1.com/reset
Help Us Make Our Chat Room Fun & Friendly
1. We ask all chat guests to be respectful, polite, and focused on eagles.
2. First and foremost, all AEF chat rooms are a family and classroom friendly place and we ask
that all chat guests respect the diversity of the room.
3. Profanity, personal invective, or other inappropriate comments will not be tolerated.
Disagreements might be unavoidable but should remain polite, and they should never become
arguments. Chatting is a privilege, not a right. If your presence is disruptive or inappropriate,
moderators (mods) can timeout, kick, or permanently ban chat abusers, and can delete
inappropriate posts.
4. We request that guests refrain from touching on politics, religion, sports, TV shows, personal
medical issues, and other unrelated topics. Although we respect your political views, please do
not post them in the main chat, since this is not a forum for political issues.
5. We prefer that chatter focus on the eagles associated with the specific AEF website you are
visiting. We are aware that many of our chatters view other nests and like to share the news
(eaglet hatchings et al), which is acceptable. However, please keep information from other
nests to a minimum so we don’t confuse other chatters. If you feel the need to discuss other
topics, please do so by using Private Messages (PMs).
6. Due to how much space they take up in the chat window, we ask for Chat guests to not
post strings of several emoticons, smileys, or random characters, either on a single line or
in successive posts. We also prefer that guests not post in all caps, as it can sometimes be
interpreted as YELLING.
7. Our Moderators volunteer 100% of their time to this project. We kindly ask that chat guests
respect the Mods, who are here to make sure all viewers have a good experience.
If you have questions about the Northeast Florida Eagles and would like to have a more in-depth
conversation, please email nefleaglecam@eagles.org.
If you have questions about the Dollywood Eagles and would like to have a more in-depth
conversation, please email dollywoodeaglecams@eagles.org.
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If you have questions about the Washington, D.C. Eagles and would like to have a more in-depth
conversation, please email dceaglecam@eagles.org.
If you would like to have technical questions about Chat answered, or if you are having problems
setting up an account, you may send an email to webmaster@eagles.org.
Thanks for visiting! Please tell your friends about us, and come back often.
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